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Dictionary of 16-th Century Polish, under development
(1966–2025?), currently 36 volumes, c. 20,000 pages
Linde‘s Dictionary, 2nd edition (1854–1861), 6 volumes,
c. 5,000 pages
“Warsaw Dictionary” (1900–1927), 8 volumes, c. 8,000 pages
Geographical Dictionary of the Kingdom of Poland and Other
Slavic Countries (1880–1902), 15 volumes, c. 15,000 pages
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Introduction
He gives twice who gives quickly
Improving the quality without changing the software on the server side
A prerequisite: a graphical representation










DjVu is an image compression technique, a document format, and a
software platform for delivering documents images over the Internet








Fast access to a random page without additional server software
Fast zooming from the default resolution to the maximal one
Progressive loading of the ﬁle
Full support for URL options
Small ﬁle sizes owing to layer separation and compression
Some disadvantages
Need for additional user software, e.g. a browser plugin
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places aﬀected by original errata
places aﬀected by editorial corrections
“Tooltips”
explanation of abbreviations, named entities
Per: Pressburg, Prezburg, Przezburg — Bratysława (Bratislava)
Highlighting text areas with colour
search hits! root tables?
Hyperlinks
References...
Links to digitized sources
Links to other dictionaries
Outlines
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Plain text representation
From dirty OCR to Ground-Truth text
More than one level of textual representation
Intentional and incidental character substitutions
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Query: Syr "\." "[ˆ([:digit:])(Ziel)].*"
From trivial to sophisticated markup
Poliqarp 2
Multiple transcriptions, hyphenation reconstructed
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lang = und pl de ru ...
script = latn latf cyrl ...
series = medium bold
shape = upright italic
wconf = 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
[pos]
ign = lang script series shape wconf
Problematic language abbreviations, e.g. Linde’s Carn for Carniolice
‘Carniolan’ (a dialect group of Slovenian)
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Indexes
Examples of indexes




reverse index for Linde’s dictionary
Auxiliary indexes in Linde
Geographical designations
Foreign words (Italian words in progress)
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Final remarks
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Thank you for your attention!
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